Microfluidics is based on the performance of fluids in a microenvironment. As the microfluidics research advances in the cellular behaviour, the need for improved micro devices grows. This work introduces the design and fabrication of a micro ridge waveguide to be employed in fluids manipulations. Then it investigates the characteristics of the device in order to control the movement of the fluids on top of the ridge of the waveguide.
1.INTRODUCTION
Waveguide structures have been widely studied for acoustic surface waves on their various types and properties (Oliner, 1976) 1 . The guiding, in topographic waveguides, is achieved by deformation of the substrate surface.
The lateral extent of the surface wave is confined within the structure's deformation. The wave bound to the waveguide will also smoothly follow any waveguide bends, as long as the radius of curvature of the bend is not too small. The way to interface this with microfluidics is to alter the waveguide structure to form a unique shape for the applications in fluid manipulations.
This research emphasizes on reliably make the waveguide structure micro scale. The next part is to recast the waveguide structure to form a distinctive configuration with best performance regarding fluid behaviour. Last transmission of traveling wave in the aluminium waveguide using an absorbing material was presented. The micro waveguide was shown to move the slider in fairly small-scale model. These results pave the way to recasting micro waveguide structures with better configurations and performances for flow generation, particle in fluid transportation applications.
